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Abstract 
A program can be refined either by transforming the whole program or by refining one of its 
components. The refinement of a component is, for the main part, independent of the remainder of 
the program. However, refinement of a component can depend on the context of the component 
for information about the variables that are in scope and what their types are. The refinement 
can also take advantage of additional information, such as any precondition the component can 
assume. 
The aim of this paper is to introduce a technique, which we call program window injkrence, 
to handle such contextual information during derivations in the refinement calculus. The idea is 
borrowed from a technique, called window inference, for handling context in theorem proving. 
Window inference is the primary proof paradigm of the Ergo proof editor. This tool has been ex- 
tended to mechanize refinement using program window inference. 0 1997 Elsevier Science B.V. 
1. Introduction 
The refinement calculus [ 1, 1 l-131 provides a systematic method for the derivation of 
a program from a specification via a sequence of correctness-preserving transformations. 
Its main innovation is to extend a programming language with specification constructs, 
such as specification commands [lo] or nondeterministic assignments [3]. This allows a 
single wide-spectrum language to be used for expressing specifications, traditional pro- 
gram code, and programs that are a mixture of specification and executable constructs. 
1.1. Speci$cation 
The task of developing a program begins from a specification, typically expressed 
with a context, stating assumed properties of any inputs, and a specification command. 
For example, a specification for finding the greatest common divisor of two numbers 
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consists of a context (1) containing positive natural number input variables a and b 
and a natural number output variable u: 
var a,b,v: N 
{a>OAb>O} (1) 
together with a specification command (2) requiring that u be made equal to the greatest 
common divisor of a and 6: 
v : [u = gcd(a, b)] (2) 
The context (1) contains a declaration, establishing the names and types of the input 
and output variables, and an assumption (precondition) constraining the initial val- 
ues of the inputs. The specification command (2) has a frame u and a postcondition 
v = gcd(a, 6). A specification command achieves its postcondition, changing only the 
variables mentioned in its frame. We also assume that the context of the specification 
contains a theory Y of natural numbers, including the definition and properties of gtd. 
1.2. Rejinement 
A specification is refined to program code via a sequence of transformation steps that 
introduce the program structure. S C: T (S is refined by T, or T refines S) holds when T 
satisfies every specification that S satisfies. A transformation may transform the whole 
program developed so far, but more commonly it will transform some component of 
the program, in context, in such a way that the whole program is refined. For example, 
Fig. 1 shows a refinement diagram [2] giving an outline of a refinement of the greatest 
common divisor specification (2) above. Most of the refinement steps (indicated by 
double vertical lines) involve refinement of components. After refinement step 5 in the 
diagram, which introduces a selection command, the program structure is as shown in 
Fig. 2. The refinement is not yet complete because the two branches of the iteration 
have not yet been refined to code (steps 6 and 7): they still include specification 
commands. This is an example of a program that is a mixture of specification and 
programming language constructs. The loop invariant, Q, states that v and w are positive 
and that gcd(v, w) is equal to the desired greatest common divisor. The loop invariant 
may be assumed to hold at the start of each iteration, and must be reestablished by 
the body of the loop. The variant, v + w, is an expression that must be decreased on 
each iteration. 
Within the postcondition of a specification command, zero-subscripted variables (~0 
and WO) refer to the values of the variables prior to the command, and unsubscripted 
variables refer to their values after the command. This convention can be formalized 
using a scoped logical constant declaration [ 11, Chapter 81. 
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w > 0 A gcd(v, w) = gcd(a, b)) 
od 5. XI 
Fig. 1. Derivation of Euclid’s algorithm 
I[ varw:Ne 
u,w:=a,b; 
{Q A TJ > 0 A M > 0 A gcd(v, w) = gcd(a, b)} ; 
do invariant Q l 
wfw+ 
ifv>w--tv,w:[QAvtw<vbtwa] 
0 rn>v~u,~:[QA~+~<~g+~] 
fi 
od 
II 
Fig. 2. Partially derived gcd program. 
1.3. Rejinement in context 
To complete the refinement of the greatest common divisor program, the two remain- 
ing specification commands are transformed to assignment commands. For example, the 
first branch of the iteration can be refined to u := u - W. This step relies on the fact 
that refining a component of a program refines the whole program. 
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A component that is selected for refinement is known as a focus. The refinement 
typically depends on the context in which the focus is found. The context includes 
information about which variables are in scope, as well as their types; preconditions 
that may be assumed; and other definitions (such as the local definition of Q above). 
For example, the context for the refinement of the specification command in the first 
branch of the iteration includes: 
Y 
var a,b,v:N 
{a>OAb>O} 
var w : N 
Q 4 v>OAw>OAgcd(v,w)=gcd(a,b) 
{QAv>wl 
where Y is the theory of natural numbers (including the gcd function). 
1.4. Tool support 
Our goal is to develop a practical theory that can be used to implement mechanized 
support for the refinement calculus. As most of the development of a program is 
done by refining its components, the theory must provide good support for refinement 
of program components in context. As the above greatest common divisor example 
illustrates, even simple programs can build up significant refinement context. Hence, 
handling context in an effective manner is an essential requirement for supporting 
program refinement. 
1.5. Window injkrence 
The contribution of this paper is to introduce a technique, program window inference, 
that automatically maintains the context as the refinement proceeds. The idea is an 
extension of the window inference technique [ 171 for mechanized theorem proving. 
In window inference, a theorem is proved by transformation of its subterms. As the 
components are transformed, their context is automatically maintained; this context is 
represented by a list of logical hypotheses. 
Window inference has already been successfully used to support refinement by 
Grundy [7] and by von Wright [19]. Grundy supports refinement by encoding pro- 
grams as predicates [8,9] and using window inference directly; the refinement relation 
is just implication. Von Wright represents programs as predicate transformers [5] within 
higher-order logic. Both these approaches use window inference directly, so that their 
contextual information consists of logical hypotheses. The program window inference 
approach proposed by this paper introduces other forms of contextual information that 
correspond more directly to the programming context. A more detailed comparison of 
program window inference and the work of Grundy and von Wright is contained in 
the conclusions (Section 6). 
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1.6. Structure of this paper 
In Section 2 we discuss refinement in context, to introduce and motivate program 
window inference. Sections 3-5 introduce contexts for preconditions, for types and 
invariants, and for variable names. Section 6 compares program window inference with 
other related work, presents our conclusions and indicates possible future extensions. 
2. Refinement and window inference 
Refinement is a process of deriving a program via step-by-step transformation. For 
example, the refinement rule 
x : [RI 5 x : WI; {Q}x : [RI (3) 
allows a specification command to be transformed to a sequential composition of com- 
mands. A refinement consists of a sequence of steps that transforms a specification SO, 
to an executable program, S,,: 
(4) 
An important property is that refining a component of a program refines the whole. 
For example, the refinement (inference) rule 
s L S’ 
S; T c S’; T 
(5) 
allows a sequential composition (S; T) to be refined, by refining its first component. S, 
to 5’. In a sequence of refinement steps, such as (4), there are typically subsequences 
that transform a single component of Si while leaving the remainder of S, unchanged. 
That is. .S, has the form %‘[z], where z is a component of S, and %:[.I is the context 
of the component. For example, if S, = 2;; U, the context is %, where %‘[X] =X; U. 
and the refinement subsequence (6) has the form 
There is a significant advantage in concentrating on the component I;, transforming 
it by a sequence of sequence of refinement steps ?; C: . . 5 I;, before using (5) to 
substitute the result I; back into the context. The more complex the context is, the 
more can be gained by focusing on a component. 
The transformation process relies on the fact that refinement is a preorder: a re- 
flexive and transitive relation. A similar transformation process can be applied to any 
preorder. Preorders of special interest in theorem proving include implication and uni- 
versal implication (=+ and 3) and equivalence and universal equivalence (H and = ). 
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A universal implication P 3 Q [l l] is equivalent to [P + Q], where [.I is Dijkstra 
and Scholten’s everywhere operator [6], that is [P] holds when predicate P is true in 
every state (assignment of values to program variables). 
The ability to transform components relies on monotonicity properties, such as (5). In 
general, the preorder in the premiss (used to transform the component) may be different 
from that in the conclusion, provided that preserving the new preorder guarantees that 
the original preorder is preserved on the whole. For example, the following refinement 
rule allows the postcondition of a specification command to be strengthened to preserve 
refinement on the command: 
R E R’ 
w : [R] E w : [R’] 
The component to be transformed is a predicate, not a command, and the preorder to 
be maintained in the transformation is reverse universal implication (e), rather than 
refinement. 
2. I. Window inference 
A technique called window inference was introduced by Robinson and Staples to 
support transformations such as those above in mechanized theorem proving. The orig- 
inal work [ 171 supported transformations involving arbitrary equivalence relations (es- 
pecially H and = ), and was later generalized to support arbitrary preorders [7]. An 
attraction of window inference is its ability to support both refinement and proof within 
a single framework. A proof of a theorem P may be regarded as proving P -+= true, 
and hence as transforming P to true by the preorder reverse implication. 
A window has the form 
where r is a set of hypotheses (summarizing the context), F is the focus, < is the 
preorder being maintained, and G is the goal. The proof task represented by the window 
is to show F 4 G under the assumptions r. This is done by transforming F to G by a 
sequence of steps each of which maintains < (under the assumptions r); for this, we 
write 
Because < is transitive, we can conclude r Il- F <F,. If F, = G, the task is complete. 
The transformation process does not rely on the goal G being explicitly specified; for 
example, the goal of a refinement is typically not a predetermined program. 
Transformation of the focus can either be done directly, applying a rule that maintains 
the preorder (Section 2.3), or indirectly by transforming a component (Section 2.2). 
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2.2. Window opening rules 
To transform a focus by transforming one of its components, a new window is 
opened with the component as its focus. Opening a window is justified by a window 
opening rule, of the general form: 
The original focus is %‘[F], which is to be transformed by transformation of F. The 
component of the focus to be selected by the window opening rule will be highlighted 
with a box. The hypotheses r’ for the subwindow (premiss) depend on the context 
‘K[.] and the hypotheses r of the original window; most often, r’ will be a stronger 
assumption than r. Provided the new preorder <’ is maintained during transformations 
of the subwindow, the original preorder < will be maintained on the original window. 
Window opening rules are automatically composed when focussing on a subcompo- 
nent of some component of the focus; then, contexts are accumulated by each opening 
rule. 
2.3. Focus transformation rules 
A focus can be transformed directly using an inference rule called a focus transjtir- 
mation rule. If the window relation is $ and focus is F,, a transformation rule with 
conclusion A < B can be used to transform the focus to F2, provided the pair (FI . F? ) 
is unified with the pair (A,B). 
If the focus transformation rule has premisses, those premisses must be discharged 
for the application to be valid. The proof of premisses is done in a window whose 
context is the same as that of the window being transformed. 
Example. (3) is an inference rule with no premisses, and whose conclusion has the 
form A r B. Prior to step 2 of the greatest common divisor refinement (Fig. 1 ), we 
have a window with focus 
11, w : [u = gcd(a, 611 
and whose context includes Y, the theory of natural numbers including ycd. An instance 
of rule (3) can be used to effect step 2 of the refinement. This instance is obtained by 
the substitution: 
5 t--t t’, $1’ 
R ++ u = gcd(a, b) 
Qt+o>OAw>O/\gcd(u,w)=gcd(a,b). 
The result of the refinement is a window whose focus is 
u,w: [Q]; {Q}u,w : [u = gcd(a,Nl 
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2.4. Program window inference 
The goal of our work is to provide better support for mechanizing refinement. The 
approach used is to extend window inference to explicitly deal with program contexts. 
Section 3 introduces precondition contexts. These allow the precondition of the current 
focus of a refinement to be automatically accumulated, without cluttering the focus 
itself. Section 4 introduces a context for handling information about types and more 
general invariants. Again, invariant context is automatically accumulated. Section 5 
introduces a context for handling information about variable names (rather than values). 
We introduce the new contexts by progressively extending window inference with each 
in turn, rather than by making the extensions independently, so that rules combining 
multiple contexts can be illustrated. 
3. Preconditions 
Consider the following rule for refining the first branch of a selection command: 
r II- q c S’ 
r Ik if B -+ q [C-+Tfi 5. ifB+S’jC-+Tfi (8) 
Consider also the selection command: 
{P} if B-S 1 C+T fi (9) 
In the refinement of S, we might expect to make use of the precondition P and the 
guard B. If (8) is used as a window opening rule to refine S, neither P nor B is 
made available. To be of use in the refinement of S, these preconditions must be made 
explicit; that is, we need to replace (9) by 
{P} if B+{PAB} S 1 C-{PAC} T fi (10) 
This leads to a replication of information, which is particularly undesirable if P is 
a large formula, as it often will be in practical refinement. To avoid this replication of 
information, we introduce a new type of window, the program window, which includes 
a precondition along with the ordinary hypotheses. Using program windows, rule (8) 
is expressed as (11) in Fig. 3. In this rule, the precondition context of the selection 
command, pre P, is automatically augmented by the guard B to form the precondition 
context for the refinement of S. 
The annotation pre (and later inv and lval as well) is part of the syntax of program 
windows. As such, it binds more tightly than If and the semicolon that separates 
contexts, but more loosely than logical connectives. 
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r; pre PA B It q 5 S’ 
r 
pre P 
Ii- 
T fi 
r; pre P[w\d] It- @ & S’ 
r; pre P IF I[ var 211 . q ]I c I[ var w . S’]l 
r; pre B A R I!- q L 9 
r; pre P it DO[@] 5 DO(S’] 
where DO[S] L+ do invariant R l I3 + S od is an 
iteration command with an explicit invariant. 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
(I-11 
(16) 
287 
Fig. 3. Program window opening rules with precondition contexts. 
For example, after step 5 of the development of the greatest common divisor program 
(Fig. l), the window corresponding to the selection command is: 
if u > w -+ L’, w : [Q A v + w < vg + WO] 
.T It 1 w>v--ttl,w:[~~v++<<t’o+wo] 
pre Qr\v#w fi 
c ? - 
where ‘?’ stands for the refinement that is yet to be determined. Applying (11) to this 
in order to refine the first branch of the selection gives the window 
.T; pre QA~#WAV>W k v,M’: [Q/I z’ + w<co + wo] & ? 
In general, a program window of the form 
r; pre P It s & S’ 
is equivalent to the (traditional) window 
r If {P}S c {P}S’ 
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This allows a sequence of refinements such as 
{P}So c {P}Sl c ... c {P)Sn 
to be represented by a sequence of refinements in context: 
(16) 
As one gets deeper into a refinement, and more is known about the current state, the 
precondition context is extended by additional conjuncts. In a sequence of refinements 
like (16), each refinement step will typically depend only on a subset of the precon- 
ditions, although the complete sequence may depend on all of them. By maintaining 
the precondition context, program window inference automatically makes available the 
complete precondition, without cluttering the focus. 
3.1. Window opening rules 
Fig. 3 gives a selection of window opening rules for refinement, with precondition 
contexts included. 
Rule (11) was discussed previously. Similar opening rules obtain for the commands 
in other branches of a selection: the precondition context for any command is aug- 
mented by the corresponding guard. 
In (12), the new focus is the first component (S) of a sequential composition (S; 7’). 
The precondition context is preserved. 
In (13), the new focus is the second component (T) of the same sequential compo- 
sition; the rule can be iterated to focus on subsequent components. The precondition 
of T characterizes those states reachable from states satisfying P by execution of S. 
This is the strongest (liberal) postcondition sp(S,P). Fig. 4 gives strongest postcondi- 
tions for some commands. In practice, we often assume a simpler postcondition that is 
slightly weaker than the strongest postcondition. 
In (14), the new focus is the command S in the scope of a declaration of a local 
variable w. References to the name w in existing preconditions must be hidden, as 
they denote a different object and must not be captured by the local declaration. They 
are hidden by consistently replacing them by a fresh logical variable w’ (effectively 
equivalent to an existential quantification); in practice, we can often delete hypotheses 
in which w occurs. 
Finally, in (15), the new focus is the body S of an iteration command. The iteration 
command includes an explicit loop invariant, which the body of the loop is required to 
re-establish on each iteration. The explicit invariant has the advantage of documenting 
the loop invariant in the final program, as well as facilitating the automatic inclusion 
of the loop invariant in the precondition context for the body. Hence, on opening 
a window on the body of the iteration, the precondition contains both the loop guard 
and the loop invariant. The precondition of the whole loop, P, cannot be incorporated 
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sp(S; T:4) b sp(T,sp(S,d)) 
R A (3~’ . qf~[v\v’]) 
Fig. 4. Strongest postconditions of some commands. 
in the context of the body, because it is only guaranteed to hold at the start of the first 
iteration. 
Example. Consider a window whose focus is the whole of the greatest common divisor 
program in Fig. 2. To focus on the first branch of the selection, the window opening 
rules in Fig. 3 are automatically composed and the precondition context is automatically 
accumulated as follows. 
The initial precondition context is a > 0 A b > 0, from the specification. 
First (14) is used to focus inside the block (ignoring the type for now). The pre- 
condition context is unchanged, as w does not occur free within it. 
Next ( 13 ) is used (twice) to focus on the third component within the block (the do 
command). The precondition is: 
{Q}), a>OAb>O) 
(3d,w’otl=a~w=b~a>O~b>O)) 
=(3a’,w’*v=aAw=bAa>OAb>O)/\Q 
rc=aAw=bAa>OAb>O 
Focussing on the body of the iteration using (15) adds the loop guard c’ # w and 
loop invariant Q to the precondition context, but the previous precondition is lost. 
(In fact, the previous precondition was used to establish Q in the refinement step 
that introduced the iteration, so its content is still available.) 
Finally, focussing on the first branch of the selection using ( 11) adds the guard 
v > w to the precondition context. 
The final precondition of the first branch of the selection is 
u#wA~!>OAw>OAgcd(u,w)=gcd(a,b)r\r>w (17) 
The intended use of program window inference is in the mechanized support of 
refinement. From that perspective, the most significant aspects of adding precondition 
contexts are the factoring of common parts of many refinement rules, and the provision 
of a mechanism for the accumulation of precondition context to be automated. The 
precondition context is then automatically available for use in justifying refinements of 
the components. 
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3.2. Focus transformation rules 
Window opening rules express the transformation of a construct in terms of the trans- 
formations of its components. One also requires rules (like (3)) that directly transform 
the current focus. In general, a focus transformation rule may have premisses, which 
give proof obligations that must be discharged to ensure the transformation is valid. 
The contexts that are accumulated by window opening rules can be used to discharge 
these obligations. For example, the rule (18) for introducing a selection command 
with guards B and C has a proof obligation to show that at least one guard holds 
initially: 
r IF {P}S C {P}ifB-+Si CtSfi 
(18) 
(18) is expressed without program windows. We can use program windows to express 
it more concisely. 
The conclusion can be written as a program window with a precondition context: 
r; pre P lb S L ifB+S~C-tSfi. (19) 
To express the premiss of (18) using precondition context we define the program 
window 
r; pre P Ik pre Q 
to be equivalent to 
so that (18) can be written 
r; pre P IF pre B V C 
r; pre P lb s C ifB-+S]C+Sfi 
Note that, while the significance of the keyword pre differs depending on whether 
it occurs on the left or the right of IF, the intuition is the same: it constrains the 
applicability of the predicate it governs (on the left, an assumption; on the right, 
an obligation) to initial states only. This intuition justifies the overloading, and our 
formal treatment of program window inference [ 161 gives the two occurrences identical 
semantics, with the difference resolved by context. 
Now that premisses and conclusion have the same form, we can abbreviate further 
by leaving the unchanged hypotheses of the program windows implicit, writing 
pre B V C 
S C ifB+S 0 C+S fi 
When the rule is applied, the premisses will be discharged in program windows with 
the same hypotheses as the window being transformed. 
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Example. Immediately prior to step 5 of the greatest common divisor example (Fig. 1 ), 
we have a program window: 
.T; pre QAv#w Ik c,w:[QA~~+w<~‘,,+q,] C ? 
Applying the if-introduction rule (21), with guards B and C instantiated to 1’ > MI and 
11 <u’ respectively, yields the new window: 
if c > M’ -+ u, TV : [Q A 1: + M: < 1’0 + WO] 
.T \k 0 w > 1’ + D, MJ : [Q A 2j + M‘ < PO + 11’01 
pre Q A L: # w fi c ? 
It also yields the proof obligation 
.T-; pre Q A ~1 # w It pre c > MI ?/ w > L 
To prove this obligation, we must show that 
which is true by the properties of > and # in K 
4. Invariants 
Information about types of program variables is frequently needed during refinement, 
but is often treated only informally. Everywhere within the scope of a variable decla- 
ration ‘var u : z’, one can assume u E z when discharging proof obligations, and there 
is the requirement to show that every assignment to u maintains u E r. Zncurian ts [ 141 
generalize types by allowing arbitrary properties of variables (and even relationships 
among variables) to be similarly declared. 
A block with a local invariant I is written I[inv I l S]i. A declaration of a typed 
local variable var u : T is the same as a declaration of the untyped variable (var u) 
and an invariant declaration (inv u E t). Local invariants must not be confused with 
loop invariants. Loop invariants are required to hold only at the beginning of every 
iteration, while local invariants (such as the types of variables) hold in all states. 
Example. Consider the greatest common divisor program in Fig. 2. The block intro- 
duces a new variable w with type N. Within the block, the value of the variable vv is 
always in the set N; that is, the condition MI EN is a local invariant: 
j[inv w E N l 21, w : [c = gcd(a, b)]]l. (2’) 
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The local invariant records only the type information for w, not its scope; scopes are 
handled in Section 5. 
A local invariant block, such as (22), can be refined by refining its body. In that 
refinement, one can make use of the invariant. A sequence of refinement steps in the 
context of a local invariant I has the form 
I[inv 10 So]1 L ([inv Z 0 Sl]/ C . . C /[inv IO $11 
for which Morgan and Vickers [14] write: 
so Cr Sl CI ..' Cl &. 
(23) 
As with the precondition context in Section 3, we factor the repeated invariant into 
a new invariant context, and write (23) as: 
inv I 11 so c Sl 5 . . . c s, 
4.1. Window opening rules 
Focussing on the body of a local invariant block adds the local invariant J to the 
invariant context [14, Theorem 21: 
r; pre P; inv I A J It pJ c S’ 
of I[inv J.O]~ c /[invJoS’]I 
(24) 
r; pre P; inv 
The components within the body of an invariant block inherit the invariant, provided 
that they do not introduce new variables with the same names as variables in the 
invariant (see (27) below). For example, the invariant block 
/[inv w E N l S; T]l 
is equivalent [14, Law 71 to: 
I[inv w E N l S]l; I[inv w E N l T]l 
These rules are distribution properties of invariants over other program constructs, and 
they serve as window opening rules for those constructs. For example, the rules for 
refining the first and second components of a sequential composition with invariant 
context I become: 
r; pre P; inv I II- q c S’ 
r; pre P; inv I IF @j: T C S’;T 
(25) 
r; pre sp(S,P); inv I It- q & T’ 
r; pre P; inv I If S;( C S;T’ 
(26) 
These rules highlight the difference between the precondition context, which holds 
only in the state prior to the execution of the program component in the focus, and 
invariants, which hold in all states. 
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The window opening rules for all the constructs in the language inherit the in- 
variant context, with the exception of the rule for focussing inside the declaration 
of a typed local variable (27). That rule must ensure that references to variables 
in the invariant are not captured by the new local variable. This can be done by 
systematically renaming all occurrences of the local variable within the invariant to 
some fresh name. The invariant that the new variable is within its type can then be 
added. 
r; pre P[w\w’]; inv Z[w\w’] A w E z IF B L S’ 
r; pre P; inv I It 
I[ 
varw:zoa 
II 
5 I[var 12’ : 5 0 S’]l 
(27) 
Example. The entire program in the greatest common divisor example is in a context 
where u, b and t: are of type N. giving a context inv u, b, G E N throughout. In addition, 
the precondition for the program is a > 0 A b > 0. Hence, the program window after 
step 1 (Fig. 1 ) is 
pre n > 0 A b > 0 It- I[var w : N l u,w : [t~=gcd(a,b)]]) & ? 
inv a,h,u~N 
Applying the window opening rule (27) to this, and simplifying, gives the window 
pre u>OAb>O II u,w: [u=gcd(a,b)] C ? 
i nv a, b, u, w E N 
(28) 
After step 2, the program window is 
pre a>Ol\b>O II u,w: [Q];{Q}o,w: [V=&(a,b)l c ? 
inv a,b,v,wEN 
(29) 
Focussing on the first component of the sequential composition using (25) gives 
prea>OAb>O k u.w:[Q] L ? 
inv a,b.u,wEN 
Focussing on the second specification command in (29) using (26) (twice) gives 
(30) 
we V((GW : [Ql; {Q}>, a>OAb>O) It tl,w:[t’=gcd(a,b)] c: ‘? (31) 
inv a,b,o,wEN 
The strongest postcondition (Fig. 4) is a > 0 A b > 0 A Q. 
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4.2. Focus transformation rules 
To express transformation rules with premisses that depend on precondition and 
invariant contexts we extend (20) to include invariants: 
(r; pre P; inv I II pre Q) means (r IF PAZ 3 Q) (32) 
(r; pre P; inv Z If inv .Z) means (f II- Z3J) (33) 
Note that the precondition is unavailable when discharging a premiss annotated inv, 
since J must hold in all states satisfying the invariant. 
The law for introducing an assignment command with precondition and invariants 
[14, Law 41 is 
P A Z 3 R[x\e] 
/[inv I 0 {P}x : [R]]l _C I[inv Z 0 {P}x := e]i 
Using invariant and precondition contexts this can be written as: 
r; pre P; inv Z IF pre R[x\e] 
r; pre P; inv Z II- x: [R] C x := e 
(34) 
As we did in the previous section with (21), we omit the common window hypotheses 
from premisses and conclusion, writing 
pre Nx\el 
x:[R] C x:=e 
(35) 
Example. Prior to step 3 of the greatest common divisor refinement, we have the 
window (30). This is to be refined using (35) to the assignment command v,w:= a,b. 
The resulting proof obligation is expressed by the window 
pre a>OAb>O IF pre a > 0 A b > 0 A gcd(a, 6) = gcd(a, b) 
inv a,b,v,wEN 
By (32) this denotes the proof obligation 
Y II 
(a>OAb>O)A(a,b,v,wEN) 
3 a>OAb>OAgcd(a,b)=gcd(a,b) 
which is easily demonstrated valid (in particular using well-definedness properties of 
gcd with natural-number arguments, to be found in F). 
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A rule to introduce a loop with loop invariant Sz, guard B and variant V in a well- 
ordered set W, is (adapting [ 14, Law 171 to our notation): 
PAI3sz 
I3VVEW 
I3Qr\7B+R 
well_order( W, 4 ) 
I[ inv I l {P}x‘, [R]]l- C 
(36) 
I[ inv I l {P} do invariant Sz l B -+x : [L? A V+ VO] od ]I 
The conclusion of this rule can more simply be expressed in terms of a program 
window with precondition P and invariant I: 
r 
pre P It x:[R] c 
inv I do invariant QoB-+x:[[SZA V+ VO] od 
The first premiss of (36) requires !2 to hold in the pre-state, which may be written 
r; pre P; inv I IF pre C2 
The second premiss requires that the variant expression V is always in the set W. 
To express this, we use the annotation inv instead of pre in the right-hand side of 
a program window, writing 
r; pre P; inv I Ii- inv VE W 
Aside. The second premiss is stronger than is strictly necessary, 
every state. It is sufficient that V E W holds only when the loop 
are true: 
r; pre P; inv I II- inv C~ABBVV W 
requiring V E W in 
invariant and guard 
The simpler, slightly stronger first version is sufficient for our present purposes. 
The third premiss of (36) can similarly be expressed using inv in the right-hand 
side of a program window: 
r; pre P; inv I Ik inv SZATB=+R 
The final premiss is independent of the program context: it is a purely classical, first- 
order property. As such, it is expressed in a program window whose right-hand side 
has no annotation: 
r; pre P; inv I It well_order( W, 4) 
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Rewriting (36) using program windows, then leaving implicit the hypotheses (all of 
which have the form ‘r; pre P; invl’), gives the rule for loop introduction: 
pre l2 
inv VE W 
inv SZATB+R (37) 
well_order( W, 4) 
x: [R] E do invariant Q l B +x : [Sz A V+ Vo] od 
Example. Step 4 of the greatest common divisor refinement transforms the program 
window (3 1) to introduce an iteration. Applying (37) to (3 1 ), using loop invariant Q, 
guard v # w and natural-number-valued variant v + w gives the program window 
r do invariant Q l v # w --f 
pre a>0Ab>0~Q IF od 
v,w:[QAv+w<v,,+~~] 
inv a,b,v.wEN 
5 . 7 
It also gives the four proof obligations 
(38) 
pro Q (39) 
inv V+WEN (40) 
inv Qr\v=w+v=gcd(a,b) (41) 
well_order(N, <) (42) 
each of which is to be discharged in a program window with the same hypotheses 
as (38). Proof obligations (39) and (40) are trivially discharged; (41) requires the 
property of gcd (assumed to be found in F) that v = w + v = gcd(v, w). The logical 
obligation (42) is dicharged using the theory of natural numbers, also in E 
5. Variable names 
In performing refinements such as 
v,w:[QAv+w<vO+wo]~v:=v-w 
there is a requirement that the variable being assigned to, 
specification command being refined. In general, if v” and G 
for the refinement 
v, is in the frame of the 
are sets of variables, then 
v”:[P]CG:=d 
there is a syntactic requirement to show that +G C v”. This requirement refers to the 
names of the variables in v” and 6, not to any values of these variables. 
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To provide information about which variable names are in scope at a particu- 
lar point in a refinement, we introduce one more form of context, called l-~~~lue 
context. For the gcd example, the context of the first branch of the selection 
contains 
lval a E Vur A b E Var A v E Var A w E Var 
As with preconditions and invariants, placing this information in the context allows it 
to be automatically maintained and avoids carrying it through each step as part of the 
focus. 
5.1. Windma opening rules 
The only command that has an effect on the set of variables in scope is the local 
variable block command. Therefore, the only window opening rule that affects lval 
context is the rule for focussing inside a local variable block. Rule (27) is augmented 
to do this: 
pre P[w\w’] 
inv I[w\d] A w E t 
If pJ c s 
lval L[w\w’] A w E Var 
r 
v-e p ,t 
inv I i[ 
var w: z 0 q 1 L i[var w : T 0 $11 
lval L 
Example. After step 1 of the greatesi 
with a local variable block: 
t common divisor program we have a window 
(43 1 
pre a>OAb>O 
inv a,b,zlEN 
It I[var IV : N l w, v : [c = gcd(a, b)]]i L ? 
lval a, b, 11 E Var 
There is no contradiction between the inv and lval context here; inv x : T says that x 
is in type r when evaluated in any possible state, while lval x E Var says that x itself 
is a variable. 
Using (43) to focus inside the block gives 
pre a>OAb>O 
inv a,b,u,wEN 
Ik w,r : [u=gcd(a,b)] 5 ? 
lval a,b,c,wE Var 
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5.2. Focus transformation rules 
The usual rule for introducing an assignment generalizes (35) by allowing parallel 
assignment to any subset of the frame, and by handling zero-subscripted occurrences of 
variables, which represent the initial values of the variables within the postcondition R 
[ 11, Chapter 81. The proof obligation that ‘Ye left-hand side of the assignment (viewed 
as a set) is contained in the frame of the specification command can be expressed as 
an lval premiss. 
pre R[il, Lo\;, il] 
lval figa 
fi: [RJ C fi:=p 
Program windows with lval right-hand sides are defined as follows: 
r; pre P; inv I; lval L It- lval M 
has the meaning of 
r IF L =+ A4 
(44) 
(45) 
(note + rather than 3; universal quantification over states is not involved here). 
Example. The first branch of the selection in the greatest common divisor program 
can be refined to the assignment v := v - w. The required instantiation of (44) is as 
follows. 
pre v-w>OAw>OAgcd(v-w,w)=gcd(a,b)A(v-w)+w<v+w 
lval (u) ~{u,w} 
The 
v,w: [QAv+w<vo+wo] 5 v:=v-w 
window context is 
pre QAv#wr\v>w 
inv a, b, v, w E N 
lval a,b,v,wE Var 
which is sufficient to discharge both proof obligations. 
The rule for introducing a local variable block has the syntactic requirement that the 
local variable name does not occur tree in the specification command. To express such 
constraints, we write ‘x nfi T’ for ‘variable x is not free in term T’. Using an lval 
proof obligation, the variable introduction rule can be expressed as follows. 
lval u nfi d,R,t 
6: [R] C i[var u : z l u, 5 : [RI]/ (46) 
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Example. The instance of (46) for introducing the local variable in the greatest com- 
mon divisor program (step 1 of Fig. 1) is: 
lval w nfi u, t’ = gcd( a. b), N 
L’ : [v = gcd(a, b)] C I[var w : N l L’, w : [v = gcd(a, h)]]l 
The premiss is true in the context 
,F; pre a>O~h>0; inv CL&PEN; lval a,b,r~ Vuv 
because ,Y contains the assumption that all elements of Var are distinct (that is, that 
there is no aliasing). 
6. Conclusions 
In performing refinement of a component of a program, the context of the component 
is important. Window inference provides an excellent approach to managing such con- 
textual information. Grundy [7] made use of window inference to handle refinement by 
using the ‘programs as predicates’ approach of Hehner [8]. That approach treats pro- 
grams (including specifications j as predicates and uses implication to model refinement. 
All reasoning is effectively carried out in standard predicate calculus. Grundy makes 
extensive use of window hypotheses to propagate contextual information through the 
program being developed. 
The approach taken for dealing with refinement via window inference in this paper 
differs from that taken by Grundy [7] in that we separate programs from predicates 
and provide explicit mechanisms for handling program context and program logic, in 
addition to the normal logical context. This allows one to reason more directly at the 
program level, without having to reduce everything to predicates. 
Von Wright [ 191 has implemented a refinement tool using window inference based 
on the HOL theorem prover. He defines window opening rules for navigating program 
constructs, but does not take advantage of context to the same extent that Grundy does. 
or that we suggest here. Von Wright does discuss the use of assumptions (his ussrrt 
command) as a way of recording context information in a similar way to our ‘pre’ 
window hypotheses, with the sequence {P}; S treated as a single command. He defines 
rules for propagating assumptions through complex constructs in a similar way to our 
‘pre’ facts. 
We have dealt with using invariants [14] as a context. This provides a clean mecha- 
nism for dealing with the types of program variables as well as more general invariants. 
Type information could be handled implicitly by using a strongly typed logic, supported 
by a tool with built-in types. Our approach, with explicit type predicates, reduces the 
dependence on a particular type system. The generalization to allow arbitrary invari- 
ants has no additional cost, and allows facts that are unchanged throughout a part of a 
refinement to be incorporated into the context. The context is maintained automatically. 
and we avoid cluttering the focus of our refinement with a myriad of facts, only some 
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of which are relevant to the current refinement. This allows us to concentrate on the 
refinement of a program, making use of information in the context when necessary, 
and avoids excessive replication of the context information. 
Some improvement to the representation of invariant contexts could be afforded by 
using a syntax closer to that of the programming notation to represent program variable 
types. For example, inside the scope of a declaration ‘var u : Z’ we currently have the 
hypotheses ‘Ival UE Var’ and ‘inv UET’. We could more concisely express this as 
‘var u : T’, treating ‘var’ as an annotation in its own right. 
Adding precondition assertions as a context allows this information to be readily 
available when needed for a refinement step. Sequences of refinements where the pre- 
condition is the same for all steps can be abbreviated by maintaining the precondition 
as part of the context. As one focusses more deeply into a refinement the precondition 
context accumulates automatically. Adding preconditions as a context avoids explicitly 
cluttering the focus with numerous assertions each of which is typically only required 
for one or two of the refinement steps. 
Additionally, we have chosen to separate out (syntactic) l-value hypotheses from 
other logical hypotheses in order to more clearly delineate between conditions in which 
identifiers stand for themselves and conditions in which they stand for their values. 
Once again, the context for these syntactic conditions is automatically accumulated. Our 
lval terms can express distinctness of program variables; this is needed, for example, to 
discharge the obligation of the variable introduction rule (46). For the present paper, we 
have taken as an axiom that distinct identifiers denote distinct program variables. We 
could represent such distinctness information explicitly with lval context, and hence 
handle aliasing of program variables. 
It may be useful to define additional context types too. For example, an environment 
context could map names to expressions, predicates, or programs program fragments, 
hence representing local definitions and procedures. Refinement (including data refine- 
ment) of module operations takes place in a context that includes the state invariant of 
the module. This state invariant is different from the local invariant context considered 
in this paper; like a loop invariant, it holds before and after (but not during) each 
operation. A new context could be created for this situation. 
We have implemented a refinement tool [4] using the Ergo theorem prover [ 181. 
Ergo supports window inference (but not program window inference) as its principal 
proof paradigm. The customization facilities of Ergo are sufficient that we were able 
to extend it to simulate program window inference; this work has prompted a redesign 
of Ergo’s context management so that a future version will support proof techniques 
with multiple contexts (like program window inference) directly. 
Our refinement tool rests on a theory of refinement, which incorporates an axiomatic 
theory of weakest preconditions and a theory of program window inference in which 
annotations are functions. Opening rules for annotations and for language constructs 
manipulate window hypotheses so that the appropriate context is available for reasoning 
about individual commands and obligations. Our tool has been used to check the GCD 
derivation of Fig. 1. 
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Program window inference can be given a more formal foundation in higher-order 
logic, making explicit the implicit state dependence of predicates and expressions [ 161. 
In that setting, the following definitions can be made: 
For any state U, 
(pre P)(o) 2 P(o) 
(inv I)(rr) Q (tia 0 Z(0)) 
(Ival L)(a) g L 
That is, pre P is a predicate whose value is determined by the state in which it is 
applied; inv I is a predicate that ignores its state argument and asserts the truth of I 
in all states, and lval L is a predicate that ignores its state argument and asserts the 
truth of L, without any reference to state at all. 
We found program window inference to be an effective method of managing com- 
plexity during refinement. Managing and providing access to program context can lead 
to simpler refinements with less replication of information. The accumulation of the 
context is amenable to automation, as has been demonstrated by our implementation 
based on the Ergo proof tool. 
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